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Meet Karen
Karen Whooley is an award-winning, internationally-known crochet
designer, author, and instructor. She develops patterns and teaches
classes for crocheters who want simplicity and elegance wrapped up
in adventure.
Karen is the author of Modern Italian Lace Crochet, Coastal Crochet,
and 24 other books as well as many patterns published in books and
magazines. Her classes both online and live are some of the most
sought after in the crochet genre. Crochet is her passion and she
wants to take that passion and inspire her students in any way she
can. Most importantly, Karen wants to bring each student selfconfidence and enable her students to take what they have learned
so that they can happily create whatever spurs their crochet
passion.
Find Karen at http://www.KarenWhooley.com

Karen is booking workshops for 2023-2024.
If you are interested in Zoom/Virtual Classes, make sure your download Karen’s Virtual Class Terms and
Conditions. She can adjust the class length and structure of most of her classes to make them fit a
virtual format.

General Class Information
If you decide to hold a workshop, contact Karen with the dates and classes you have chosen. An
agreement will be sent for you to sign and send back with a 25% deposit. The following class
information will also be provided:
•
•
•
•
•

Class description and length*
Appropriate student level*
Student supplies*
Teaching supplies that need to be provided by the shop/event*
Classroom setup, if applicable.

In some cases, Karen can provide a sample of the class project to use in marketing the class. Be sure to
ask about that if you are interested.
* If you would like to see some of this information before booking the class, don’t hesitate to ask.
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Extras
Karen would be glad to include a book signing and/or trunk show at the time of her workshop. Any of her
patterns and self-published books can be sent in. Let Karen know at the time you are booking the
workshop.
Karen will include the information about your workshop both in her website calendar and in her
newsletter until the event is over.

Teaching Fees
Current base teaching fees are:
• $375 per 3-hour class
• $750 per 6-hour class
• Some classes may include kits with fees ranging from $10 - $45 per student.
• Also added to the base fee will be transportation*, hotel, meals, and printing cost of handouts. Internet
access is always appreciated.
• If meals are not provided, a per diem of $60 per 6 hours of teaching is requested.
If you would like to have me out for a longer event, I ask for a minimum of 12 hours of teaching time.
* Transportation may include round-trip airfare (coach rate), train fare (round-trip if necessary), taxi, or car rental fees. If Karen drives
(radius is limited to a 2-hour drive from Pasco, WA) round-trip reimbursement will be calculated at the Federal rate, whatever the rate is at
the time of the workshop. There are instances in which I would not charge mileage or other travel fees. Please ask about that.

A class size of 20 students or less is preferred for optimal attention to each student. If a waiting list develops,
contact Karen. For some classes, extra students can be added up to a total of 25 on a prorated basis.
Contact Karen directly for information about the minimum number of teaching hours as it will vary from event and
location.
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3 Hour Classes
3 Hour Classes

Beaded Bling
Who knew crocheted jewelry could be so fun? Using Karen’s tubular
method of making beaded ropes, you’ll learn how all of her tips and
tricks! Learn how to keep the beginning tight, how to keep from
seeing the crochet stitches through the beads, learn how to create
patterns with color, how different sizes and shapes of beads can
change the overall look and texture, and a whole lot more. We
guarantee that you will be addicted once you start!

Colorwork Made Easy
Based on Karen’s Fair Isle classes and books, you will learn the
secrets of creating beautiful colorwork images without the usual
distortion that comes with traditionally crocheting an image. Using
the single crochet, you’ll learn to read a colorwork chart, how to
carry the colors, work the technique in the round, and how to
conceal all the ends without having to weave them in.

Crash Course in Crochet
This is the perfect class for the person who wants to learn to
crochet or just brush up on their skills. In this class, you will learn to
make three basic stitches, Chain stitch, Single Crochet, and Double
Crochet plus a simple texture stitch, all while making a scarf. You
come away with a good portion of the scarf made and the skills
needed to complete it.
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3 Hour Classes
Crochet Lace Basics
If you have ever been intimidated by working fine crochet laces this
is the class for you. Karen will teach you the tips and tricks she
learned from her grandmother as well as some she picked up herself
as she learned and experimented with lace in her design work. You
go home with the skills and knowledge to not only work with fine
yarns but how to break down a lace pattern and become more
comfortable reading charts.

Crochet on the Double

So, in your grandmother’s hook stash you inherited you discovered a
double-ended crochet hook - what the heck? You may have heard of
Cro-Hooking or as I like to call it Crochet on the Double. This is a
two-color Tunisian crochet technique that is so quick and easy to do
- without all the ends! In this class, Karen will show you how to do
the basic stitch and a few variations while completing a sampler
dishcloth. You will go home with the skills to make all sorts of
projects! Plus, I send you home with a super fun scarf pattern too.

Crochet Up Your Knits - Savvy Style
Are you a knitter who’d like to add some fun to your finishing work?
Learn to make some fun and unique crocheted edgings that will give
a bit of interest while helping you add to your finishing arsenal. Go
home with three edging patterns (Corkscrew, Trinity Stitch, and
Crow’s Feet) to try out on all your projects.
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3 Hour Classes
Crochet Up Your Knits - Simple Style
Are you a knitter who’d like to add some fun to your finish work?
Learn to make some classic crocheted edgings that will give a bit of
interest while helping you add to your finishing arsenal. Go home
with three edging patterns (Crab / Reverse Single Crochet stitch,
Simple Shell, and Picot) to try out on all your projects.

Decipher the Code
Reading a crochet pattern can sometimes feel like you are a spy
trying to break the enemy’s secret code. Well, no more! Learn
Karen’s foolproof way to break down patterns so that even the most
complex of patterns can be simple to understand. Using two sample
patterns you will be a pattern-reading pro in no time.

Delta Lace Crochet
This crochet-lace technique has been primarily used in thread
crochet over the last century or two. By adapting it to yarn it
becomes a stunning, easy-to-learn lace that the advanced beginner
can learn. You will go home with skills in three versions of the lace
and a good start on a shawl that you will be able to finish at home.
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3 Hour Classes
Dragon Scales Bracelet
Slay the dragon! Using Karen’s method of tubular crochet beading,
make this fun dragon-scale look as a bracelet. You’ll learn how all of
her tips and tricks! Learn how to keep the beginning tight, how to
keep from seeing the crochet stitches through the beads, and more.

Fabulous Finishing
Now that you have finished that project, do you often ask yourself,
what can I do to finish it to make it pop? How about those unsightly
holes on the edges of double crochet fabric? Got lots of pieces you
need to stitch together? These are just some of the questions we
will answer in Fabulous Finishing. In this hands-on class, you'll learn
new ways to seam items together, how to rid yourself of unsightly
holes, how to weave in almost invisible ends, and a whole lot more!

Knitting for Crocheters
If you are a crocheter who wants to learn to knit with 2 needles and
have not succeeded, this is the class for you. Continental-style
knitting allows right-handed crocheters to hold their yarn in their
left hand just like you do when you are crocheting. It is a great
technique for lefties to learn too! We will cover casting on, knit
stitch, purl stitch, and binding off.
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3 Hour Classes
Laying the Groundwork: Foundation Stitches
Just like building a house, the foundation of the crochet project is
the most important – and is always the hardest part to get just right.
By learning how to make the chain and the foundation of the most
popular stitches (single, half double, double, triple) at the same
time, we will solve one of the biggest problems crocheters have. If
class time allows, we’ll work on making some alternate foundations
that allow for openwork and other types of project-starts

Let's Do the Twist!
Oh, those gorgeous twists and turns of the crochet cable dance! We
love how graceful they are, but they love to make us trip over our
stitches. By learning just a few of the simple techniques needed to
keep our cables flitting nicely on the fabric, you’ll go back to
enjoying the jive. By the end of this class, Karen will have shown you
not only how to make some lovely cables, but how to avoid the
missteps that ruin the rhumba.

Linked and Extended: A New Take on Crochet Stitches
Did you know that you can modify your basic stitches to make them
more versatile? Make them taller, delete the unwanted holes in the
stitches, and make your fabric look more interesting! In this class,
you will learn how to make both linked stitches and extended
stitches.
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3 Hour Classes
Radical Reversals: Shells
In this class, Karen will show you the secrets to making a 2-color
reversible shell fabric. There is no need for any special hooks or
other tools. Go home with the skills to take make all sorts of fun
projects with this stitch.

Savvy Single Crochet
This class is based on a crochet technique that is used quite a bit in
the Middle East. The result is beautiful knit-look fabrics that can be
used in a variety of ways. The beauty of this technique is that it uses
only one stitch, the American Single Crochet (or the English Double
Crochet). Using this one stitch, you can create several variations.
The technique is wonderful for students with arthritis and carpal
tunnel syndrome as most projects call for a larger size hook and
worsted weight or chunky yarns to work these stitches. However,
they can also be adapted to smaller-size yarns and threads.

Shawl Shapes
Want to design your own shawl pattern but get hung up on the
math? In this class, Karen will show you some simple formulas to
create basic shapes for shawls. We will work top-down and learn
about some of the differences in bottom-up shaping for three of the
most popular shapes. The discussion will include tips on
incorporating stitch patterns into your final projects. You’ll go home
with a cheat sheet of formulas to use in your projects!
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3 Hour Classes
Shawls on The Side
In this class, Karen will share with you her techniques for making a
side-to-side crescent-shaped shawl. These shawls are made all in
one piece with the main body and edging. You will learn how to do
the math as well as how to select the right stitches for the main
body and edging so that the pattern works out. When you are done,
you will have a shawl that is made all in one piece with just a couple
of ends to weave in.

Socks: Toe-Up the Crochet Way
Now that you know the basics of a sock by learning the cuff-down
way, let's take you to the next level, Toe-Up Socks. Karen will teach
you her most sought-after techniques to make better toes, turn and
size the heels perfect for your foot, and finish the sock without any
sewing involved. Once you learn toe up, you will have all the skills
needed to make socks for anyone! (Note that my class Socks: CuffDown the Crochet Way is a prerequisite for this class)

Tunisian Basics
Tunisian crochet is a crochet technique in a category all of its own.
Worked in paired forward (picking up loops) and return passes
(working off the loops), unique stitches of all kinds can be created. If
you are a knitter wanting to learn crochet, Tunisian is the perfect
way to learn to maneuver with a single hook. In this workshop, you
will learn how to pick your hook size, work up a Tunisian stitch
sampler scarf to lay the foundation for your Tunisian crochet
adventures, and finish your work with lots of tips along the way. If
time allows, how to increase and decrease will be included too!
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3 Hour Classes
Tunisian Knit Entrelac
Squares, squares, and more squares! Learn to make fun crochetas-you-go squares that make a beautifully draped fabric that looks
like true knitted entrelac. Other forms of crochet entrelac have all of
the stitches going in the same direction. In this class, Karen will
show you how to make the entrelac work like a knitted entrelac with stitches going in both directions. Though we will work on a
small project in the class, you will learn how to adapt this technique
to clothing, home décor, and more!

Tunisian Short Rows
Tunisian short rows are a simple but effective way to create shaping
in your fabric. While making a fun and funky short row scarf you
learn the ins and outs of short rows the Tunisian way. If you have
never done the Tunisian simple stitch, you’ll learn that along the way
too! This scarf is a fast one-skein project and can be customized to
the length and width that suits your style.
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6 Hour Classes
6 Hour Class es

Socks: Cuff-Down the Crochet Way
As all the rage DIY socks are, many are intimidated
by getting the correct sizing and learning to turn a
perfect heel. Making your socks does not have to be
confusing or hard. In this class, Karen will teach you
her method to make your perfect cuff-down sock
using your favorite sock yarn. You’ll learn to create a
softer fabric to walk on with toes and heels that are
designed to prevent wearing out quickly. And the
best part? They are made all in one piece with just
two ends to weave in when you are done! (This class
is a prerequisite to all my other sock classes)

Top-Down Sweaters: Crochet Style
Learning to make a sweater from neck to hem is the
perfect beginning sweater project. You will learn to
create a beautiful raglan style pullover and
cardigans quickly with just a couple of
measurements and WITHOUT a pattern. Learn
Karen’s tips on proper fit and seamless
construction. By the end of the class, you will be on
your way to having a perfectly fitting basic sweater
just for you
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